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ABSTRACT 
If A and C are n X n Hermitian matrices and if B is an n X n symmetric matrix, we 
consider inequalities of the following type: PAX> JrrBXj or x*Ax > Jr*Crl for all 
complex n-vectors x. Necessary and sufficient conditions for these inequalities to hold 
are derived, and it is shown that the set of pairs of such matrices is a convex cone 
which is closed under composition by the Schur product. Infinite divisibility, which is 
a continuous analog of Schur composition, is studied. Related results involving the 
domination of a bilinear form by pairs of quadratic forms are given. The origin of 
these ideas in complex function theory is discussed, as are applications to probability 
theory and harmonic analysis. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The seminal example of the inequalities between bilinear or quadratic 
forms referred to in the title is provided by the Grzmsky inequalities in the 
classical theory of univalent analytic functions: If f(z) is a normalized 
[f(O) = 0, f’(o) = II regul ar analytic function on the unit disc, then a nec- 
essary and sufficient condition that f be univalent (schlicht) is that 
for all x1 ,..., x,EC, all z1 ,..., zn in the unit disc, and all n=l,2,.... Of 
course, the difference quotient is interpreted as f’(zJ if z, = ,z,. 
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If we set afi= - lodl- z,$), 4i=loghziM3) -f(~iWfW(~i)(~ - $1, 
A = (u,J, and B = (b,,), then the n X n matrices A and B are Hermitian and 
(complex) symmetric, respectively. With this notation, the Grunsky inequah- 
ties (1.1) become simply 
2 afix&= x*Ax > Ix%] = 
I I 
5 b,/x,z/ , (1.2) 
i,j=1 Li-1 
where x = (x,) EC”, x T denotes the transpose, and x* denotes the conjugate 
transpose. 
Using a representation for f derived from Loewner’s differential equation, 
FitzGerald [2] showed that (1.2) is only the first of a whole family of 
inequalities, viz. 
From (1.3) it follows easily that the “log” can be eliminated from both sides 
of (l.l), i.e., that the Grunsky inequalities can be “exponentiated”: 
It was natural to conjecture that the inequalities (1.3) and (1.4) are a 
direct algebraic consequence of (1.2) alone. While Seidman [16] first pub- 
lished partial results on our conjecture, the first complete proofs of it seem to 
be due to Pommerenke [14] and to Friedland [3]. In this paper we discuss 
the general subject of quadratic and bilinear inequalities related to (1.2), 
derive necessary and sufficient conditions for them to be satisfied, and prove 
several generalizations of our conjecture. 
2. THE BASIC INEQUALITIES 
Let us denote by M,,,,, the complex vector space of nX m complex 
matrices, by II, the closed convex cone of n X n Hermitian positive semi- 
definite matrices, and by II: the open convex cone of n X n Hermitian 
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strictly positive definite matrices. If A El&, B E M,,, and C EII,, we say 
that 
[AC], >sB if (x*Ax)( y*Cy) > (xTBy12, (2.1) 
and 
Lw+ >sB if i(x*Ax+ y*Cy) 2 IxTByl, (2.la) 
[AC], >,B if (x*Ax)( y*Cy) > (x*By(‘, (2.2) 
[AC]+ t,B if $(x*Ax+ y*Cy) > (r*By( (2.2a) 
for all XEC” and all yeCm. The respective subscripts are to remind us 
whether the form on the right side is symmetric or Hermitian and whether 
the left side is multiplicative or additive. We shall refer to (2.1) and (2.2) as 
the multiplicative bilinear inequalities and to (2.la) and (2.2a) as the additive 
bilinear inequalities. 
These four sets of inequalities are of course related. If we replace x by X 
or if we take the transpose or the adjoint of the form on the right side we 
obtain easily 
THEOREM 2.1. LetAEII,,BEM,,,,,,andCEII,. Then 
(a) [A,(?], >,B ifandonly if[&C], >,B, 
(b) [A,C], tsB if andonly if[C,A], >,BT, 
(c) [A,C], SsB ifand only if [CA], >-,B*, 
and the same equivalences hold for the additive inequalities. 
We shall also be interested in quadratic inequalities: If A EII, and 
B EM,,,, we say that 
and 
A > s B if x*Ax > IrTBxl, (24 
A >,B if x*Axb jx*Bxl (2.4) 
for all x EC”. The importance of considering all these systems of inequalities 
at once is due to the fact that all the symmetric (and all the Hermitian) 
inequalities are essentially equivalent and that each type (additive or multip- 
licative bilinear and quadratic) lends itself naturally to the derivation of 
certain inequalities or relations which then can be transferred to the other 
types. 
For any x E C” we denote the Euclidean norm of x by I] x1]’ = 1 x112 + * - . + 
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1 x,,]‘. For any matrix A E M,,, we denote the spectral radius of A by 
o(A)=max{lXllh is an eigenvalue of A } ; if A has real eigenvalues we define 
A,,(A) and h,,(A) to be the largest and smallest eigenvalues of A, respec- 
tively. If A E Mam we denote the spectral norm of A by /\A JJSP= 
max{((Ax(((xEC”‘and l(xl]=l}; recall that llA/&=X,,(A*A). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A E II,, B E M,,, and C E II,. Then 
(a) [A,C], Z,B ifand only if[A,C]+ >,B. ZfA and C_are nonsingu- 
lar, then either inequality is equivalent to the condition p(B*A-‘BC -‘) f 1, 
and 
(b) [A,C], >,B if and only if [A,C],+ >,B. 
If A and C are nonsingular, then either inequality is equivalent to the 
condition p( B*A - ‘BC - ‘) < 1. 
Proof. We shall prove only the symmetric case; the Hermitian case 
follows from Theorem 2.1(a). If [A,C], > ,B, then from the arithmetic- 
geometric mean inequality we obtain $(x*Ax+ y*Cy) 
> (x*Ax)“~( ~*CY)“~ > lxTByj and hence [A, C], > s B. Conversely, if 
[A, C] + > s B and if A and C are nonsingular, then we know there exist 
unique Hermitian positive definite matrices A@ and Cl/’ such that A 
= A r/‘Ar/’ and C = C ‘/% ri2. The condition [A, C] + + s B is then equiva- 
lent to the inequality 4 (x*x + y * y) > ) x TX_ ‘12BC - ‘1 “y 1 for all x E C" and all 
YEC”‘, and if we set xrA -1/2@?-1/2ij we obtain (1 y]( > II~-‘/2BC-‘/2yll 
for all y EC”. If Fe take the supremum over all y E_Cm with I( y(] = 1, we 
find that 1 > \(A -1’2BC-1/211~~=Xmal;(C -‘/‘B*A -1/e~-“2BC -l”) 
=p(B*A-‘BC -‘). But then for any x E C” and any y EC”’ we have 
Ix%--~‘~BC-~‘~~I< JIxIJ JIi?“2BC-“2yj) < IIxIJ 1) y)), so )xTByj 
< IIA’/&II IIC’/2yl) and JxTByj2< ~~A1’2~~~2~)C1’2y~~2=(~*A~)( y*Cy). This 
shows that the multiplicative and additive inequalities are equivalent when 
A and B are nonsingular. For the general case, replace A by A + EZ and C by 
C+sZfore>Oandlet.s-++O. n 
Since we now know that the multiplicative and additive bilinear inequali- 
ties are completely equivalent, we shall henceforth say that 
[A,c]>,B ifandonlyifeither [A,C], >,B or [A,C]+ t,B, 
(24 
and 
[A,c] >-,B if andonlyif either [A,C], t,B or [A,C]+ S-,B, 
(2.6) 
where A E III,, B E Mnm, and C E II,. 
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We say that a matrix B EM,, is essentially Hermitian if there exists some 
j? E C with 1 fi I= 1 such that PB is Hermitian. Every skew-Hermitian matrix 
is essentially Hermitian (with j3 = i), and of course all Hermitian matrices are 
essentially Hermitian. The only essentially Hermitian real matrices are the 
symmetric and skew-symmetric matrices. 
THEOREM 2.3: Let A EII, and B EM,,,. Then 
(a) If [A,A] >s B, then A Ss B. If A is non.singuZar and p(B*x-‘BA-I) 
(1, thenA>,B. 
(b) If B is symmetric, then [A,A] > s B if and only if A > s B. Zf A is 
nonsingular and B is symmetric, then either inequality is equivalent to the 
condition p(gx-‘BA -‘) < 1. 
(c) Zf [A,A] > n B, then A > H B. Zf A is non.singular and p(B*A -‘BA -‘) 
< 1, then A 2, B. 
(d) Zf B is essentially Hermitian, then [A,A] > H B if and only if A > H B. 
Zf A is nonsingular and B is essentially Hermitian, then either inequality is 
equivalent to the condition p(BA -‘) < 1. 
(e) All the above statements remain true if the multiplicative inequalities 
are replaced by the corresponding additive inequalities. 
Proof. Statements (a), (c), and (e) follow from the definitions and 
Theorem 2.2, and the two spectral radius conditions in (b) and (d) follow 
from the corresponding statements in Theorem 2.2 after using the symmetry 
or Hermiticity of B. To prove (b) we note that if A > s B, if B = BT, and if 
A = A*, then for all X, y EC” we have 
l~TB~l=il(~+~)TB(~+ y)+- Y)~B(- y)l 
=Wx+ Y)%+ y)l+ ilk- Y)%- Y)I 
<4(x+ y)*A(x+ y)+$(x- y)*A(x-y) 
= $x*Ax+ $y*Ay, 
and hence [A,A] > s B. The calculation required to verify (d) is similar. If 
A > H B and if B is essentially Hermitian, then after multiplication by a 
suitable constant of unit modulus we may assume that B is actually 
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Hermitian. For each given x, y E C” we may choose some c = c (x, y) E C such 
that JcJ = 1 and cx*By > 0. Then 
Ix*Byl=IRex*BcyJ=fJ(x+cy)*B(x+cy)-(x-cy)*B(x-cy)J 
<*l(x+cy)*B(x+cy)J+$l(x-cy)*B(x-cy)l 
<a(x+cy)*A(x+cy)+f(x-cy)*A(r-cy) 
= &x*Ax+ &y*Ay. 
Since this inequality holds for all x, y EC, we conclude that [A,A] Z H B. n 
Notice that the spectral radius condition in Theorem 2.3(b) can be 
simplified to p( BA - ‘) < 1 if both A and B are real, but that this simplifica- 
tion is not in general possible. For example, if B = Z and if 
A= 
( 
2 -ia ) 
iti 2 1 
then x=A-l, p(i?x-‘BA-‘)=p(Z)=l, A S-,B, and p(BA-‘)=p(A-‘) 
= n(x) = 2 + 6 > 1. Simpler sufficient conditions are not hard to find, but 
they are so strong that they may_not be very helpful in practice. If )I * 1) is any 
matrix norm such that ((All = ((A(( for all A, e.g., any of the usual p-norms, 
then p(Bx-‘BA-‘)< ]]Bx-‘BA-‘I] < ]]BA-‘]]2& ]]B1]2]]A-‘]j2. If AElI: 
and B is symmetric and if any of these upper bounds is less than one, then 
A > s B. Similarly, if A E II,, if B is essentially Hermitian, and if ]I BA -’ (( 
< 1 or JIB)/ I/A-‘/l < 1, then A >,B. 
The condition that B be symmetric (or essentially Hermitian) which we 
imposed in deducing the bilinear inequalities from the quadratic ones cannot 
be omitted in general. For example, if A = I and 
then Z > s B and Z > H B whenever Jbl< 2, but the bilinear inequalities 
cannot hold for 1 bl > 1 since the spectral radius conditions are violated. 
Using Schur’s factorization theorem [15] on the singular value representa- 
tion of a complex symmetric matrix (respectively, the spectral theorem for a 
Hermitian matrix), one can show that a positive definite Hermitian matrix 
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and a symmetric (respectively, Hermitian) matrix may be simultaneously 
reduced to diagonal form via a nonsingular congruence transformation, Using 
this fact, one can then show directly that the spectral radius conditions in 
Theorem 2.2 are necessary and sufficient for the quadratic inequalities to 
hold when A is nonsingular. Such a proof gives an independent demonstra- 
tion of the equivalence of the quadratic and bilinear inequalities, but is 
perhaps less elementary because of the use of Schur’s theorem. The basic 
idea behind the elementary proof we have given may be found in the special 
case A= C- I in [8, p. 2361, where it is credited originally to M. Schiffer. 
It is now easy to deduce many useful consequences from these inequali- 
ties. If we specialize results about the bilinear inequalities [A, C] > s B to the 
case where m = n and A = C, we obtain results about the quadratic inequali- 
ties A > s 33 and conversely (if appropriate conditions of symmetry or 
Hermiticity of B are imposed). If A EM,,, if J c { 1,. . . , n} has r elements, 
and if K c{l,..., m} has s elements, then by Arx we mean the TX s matrix 
obtained by striking out from A the ith row for all i E J and the jth column 
for all j !Z K. For example, if ./ = { i} and K = { i}, then A,x is the single 
element uii. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A EII,, B EM,,,,,, and C El&,. 
(4 If [A,Cl>HB and Ax=O, then B*x=O; if [A,C]>,B 
and Ax=O, then B Tx=O. 
Now suppose that either [A, C] Z H B or [A, C] > s B. Then in either case, 
(b) if Cy = 0, then By = 0; 
(c) aiiciiZ[bii(’ for all i=l,...,n and all j=l,...,m; 
(4 p(A)p(C)= lIAll,,IlCIl,,~ lI~ll2,=LaxP*~)~ 
(4 hnin(APmax(C) 2 Lin(‘B*); 
(f) hnax(AAnin(C) 2 bn(B*‘); 
an!) if BB * is non-sing&r, then so is A, and J]A-iJ&, < J/C J],,/A,,(BB*); 
(h) if B*B is nonsingular, then so is C, and I(C-‘((,< ((A((,/X,,(B*B). 
Proof. We use the multiplicative form of the bilinear inequalities 
throughout the proof. If (x* Ax)( y * Cy) > ] x* By]’ and if Ax = 0, then set 
y = B*x to conclude that JIB*xII =0 and hence B*x=O. In the symmetric 
case of (a), choose y = BTZ to conclude that ((B Tx[l = 0. Similarly, if Cy = 0, 
then choose x = By in the Hermitian case or x = @j in the symmetric case 
and conclude that 1) By 1) = 0 in either case. The inequality in (c) follows 
immediately from the definitions of the multiplicative inequalities if we 
choose x to be the ith unit basis vector and y to be the jth unit basis vector. 
For (d) we utilize the Rayleigh-Ritz variational characterization of the 
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extremal eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix: 
The Hermitian case follows from this and Theorem 2.1(a), since p(x) = p(A). 
To prove (e), suppose [A, C] > ,B, and let x be a unit vector such that 
Ax = X,,,,(A)x. Then 
= jxTBB*,I > X,,(BB*). 
The Hermitian case follows from this and Theorem 2.1(a) since A,,(x) 
=h,,,(A). Part (f) follows from (e) and Theorem 2.1(b), (c). The last two 
assertions are consequences of (e) and (f) and the fact that ]]A -l]]Sp= 
I/L,(A)* n 
THEOREM 2.5. Let A E ll,, let B EM,,,,,, bt C E II,, let J be any subset 
of {I,..., n}, and let K be any subset of (1,. . .,m}. Then 
(4 if IA Cl > H 6 then [A,,, &,I > HBIK, at-d 
(b) if [A, Cl > s B, then [AJJ, Cm1 > s BJK. 
Proof. These assertions follow directly from the definitions if x is re- 
stricted to the subspace of C” consisting of those vectors whose ith 
coordinate is zero for all i @J and if y is similarly restricted with respect to 
K. a 
The usefulness of this result stems from the fact that all the inequalities in 
Theorem 2.4 can be applied with A, B, and C replaced with A,,, BIK. and 
C,, for arbitrary J and K. It has already been observed that the inequality 
ai,cti > Ibill” is just a special case of this. Other useful special cases occur 
when J={i} and K={l,...,m} and vice versa: 
a&C) 2 E IhA” for i = 1,. . . , n (2.7) 
k-l 
and 
W(A)) i: M2 for i=l,...,m. (2.8) 
k-l 
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A final general inequality results from Theorem 2.2 if we notice that the 
product of the eigenvalues of a matrix (and hence its determinant) must have 
modulus at most one if the spectral radius is at most one. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let A EII,, B EM,,,,,, and C EIII,. 
(a) Suppose [A, C] > s B. Then 
(i) if A is non.singuZar, then det C > ]detB*A-‘B (, and 
(ii) if C is nonsingular, then detA > ]detBC-‘B*I. 
(b) Suppose [A, C] > H B. Then 
(i) if A is nonsingular, then detC > JdetB*A-‘B), and 
(ii) if C is nonsingular, then detA > ]detBC-%*I. 
Proof. Using the above observations, these inequalities follow directly 
from the spectral radius conditions in Theorem 2.2 if A (or C) is replaced by 
A + ~1 (or C + &I) for E > 0. The result follows upon letting E+ + 0. n 
Half of the inequalities in Theorem 2.6 are of course trivial if m # n, since 
B*A-IB and B*A-‘B must always be singular when m > n, and BC -iB* 
must always be singular when m < n is therefore of particular interest. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let A, C EII,, and B EM,,,, and suppose either that 
[A, C] > H B or that [A, C] > s B. Then in either case 
(a) (detA)(detC) > ]detBj2, and 
(b) p(A)p(C) = llAllspllCll,p 2 IIB II; > p2(B). 
Proof The first assertion follows from Theorem 2.6, using the same limit 
argument again. The second follows from Theorem 2.4(d) and the fact that 
1) B 1) > p(B) whenever B is a square matrix and /) * )I is any matrix norm. 
If one wishes to test whether given matrices A, B, and C satisfy the 
inequalities (2.5) or (2.6), he may use the spectral radius conditions of 
Theorem 2.2 directly if both A and C are nonsingular, or he may apply 
Theorem 2.2 with A and C replaced by A + ~1 and C + ~1 for E > 0, and then 
let E-_) +O. Another approach is suggested by the following theorem: factor 
out the singular parts of A and C by a unitary transformation and then deal 
with equivalent reduced inequalities in which both A and C are nonsingular. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let A EII,, B EM_, and C EII,, and suppose that 
[A, C] > s B and that neither A nor C is the zero matrix. Then there exists a 
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unitary V EM,,” and a unitary V E M,,,,,, such that 
,A,=( :_ IX) V*CV=( :_ $), and VrBV=( :- I:), 
where A, EII, and C, E III, are nonsingular, 1 Q T < n, 1 < s < m, B, E M,, 
and [A,, C,] > s B,. Zf we assume instead that [A, C] > H B, then the conclu- 
sion is the same, except that V*BV equals the indicated partitioned matrix 
and [A,, C,l> H B,. 
Proof. If A has rank r < n, let u,+ i, . . . , u, be an orthonormal basis of the 
null space of A, and let ui, . . . , u, be such that the matrix V=(u,,...,u,,) is 
unitary. Construct V in the same way using C, and use Theorem 2.4(a), (b) to 
deduce the asserted conclusion. n 
One of the advantages of the quadratic and additive bilinear inequalities 
over the multiplicative inequalities is that the former are more nearly 
“linear” than the latter; the virtue of this will become apparent in the next 
section when we discuss “exponentiation” of these inequalities. The follow- 
ing simple properties follow directly from the definitions of the additive 
inequalities and the triangle inequality. If A = (a,/), then Re A z (Rea,J and 
Jm A = (Ima&, where Rez and Imz denote the real and imaginary parts of z, 
respectively. 
THEOREM 2.9. Let A, Ai E II,, B, Bi E M,,,,,, C, Ci E &,,, and let ai> pi E C 
with ai > 1 &I for i = 1,. . . , k. Then 
(a) Zf [Ai, CJ > s Bi for i = 1,. . . , k, then 
(b) Zf [A, Cl > s B, then 
(i) []c]A, ]c]C] > ,cB, for all c EC, 
(ii) [A,C] > s :B, 
(iii) [A, C] > s B, 
(iv) [ReA,ReC] >s ReB, and 
(v) [ReA,ReC] >s ImB. 
(c) All the statements in (a) and (b) are true if Hermitian inequalities are 
substituted for the symmetric ones. 
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One of the consequences of Theorem 2.9(a) is that if any two of the 
matrices A, B, C are given, then the set of solutions to the inequality 
[A, C] > s B (or the Hermitian inequality) is a convex set. The spectral radius 
conditions can be used in many cases to find solutions which are of a special 
form, e.g., a multiple of an identity matrix. 
Although Theorem 2.3 permits us to apply results about bilinear inequali- 
ties to quadratic inequalities, the latter occur so frequently in the applica- 
tions that it is convenient to assemble in one place the implications of the 
above results for the quadratic case. Except as noted, every statement made 
is a direct consequence of a result already proved or is immediate from the 
definitions. 
THEOREM~.~~. LetA,A,EII,, B,B,EM,,,,, and a,,/?,ECfori=l,..., k. 
(a) If A > s B and B is symmetric or if A > H B and B is essentially 
Hermitian, then 
(a) if Ax=O, then Bx=O; 
( ,8) if B is non-singular, then A is nonsingular; 
(y) a,,aV>lb,i)2f07 all i,j=l,,..., n; 
(6) P(A)= IJAIl,,) llBIl,,=~~~(B*B) >p(B); 
(E) &,(A)&x(A) 2 &,(B*B); 
({) if B is nonsingular, then ((A-‘(],< ((A(l,,/h,,(B*B); ana! 
(TJ) detA > ]detB 1. 
(b) Let J and K be any subsets of {1,2,...,n}. Zf A>sB and B is 
symmetric, then [A,,,A,,] > s BJK; if A t H B and B is essentially 
1 . 
Hermz taan , then [A,,, A,,] > H BIK. In either case we have 
(4 P(A&~AKK)= llA&,ll&&,~ ll~~~ll~~=Xmax(B~B~~); 
( PI bn(A~~hnax(A~~) ’ Lin(B~~B,&); 
(Y) Lax(An)Lin(Axx) ) L,(B_&BJ,); 
(6) if I and K have the same cardinulity, then (detAIJ)(detA,,) 2 IdetB,x12; 
(E) a,,p(A)>X:“k,,(b,k(2for i=l,...,n. 
(c) Supposecu,>(&I fori=l,...,k. Then 
(a) if A, t s Bi for 1,. . . , k, then IZ:_la,A, > s Xi,, p,Bi, and 
(p) if A, >HB1 for i=l,...,k, then C’;,,qA, >HE:_1/3,Bi, 
(d) lf A>,B, then A>, -B, x2,& AZsBT, ReAtsReB, ReA 
>sImB,A>s(B+BT)/2,and [A,A]>-(B+BT)/2. 
(e) If A>,B, then A>-, -B, x>H-B, AtHB*, ReA>,ReB, 
ReA >,ImB, A sH(B+B*)/2, A >H(B- B*)/2, [A,A] t,(B+ B*)/2, 
and [A,A] > H (B - B*)/2. 
(f) Suppose either that A > s B or that A > H B. Then in either case 
ReA+ReBElI, if ReB is symmetric, and ReAfImBEll, if ImB is 
symmetric. 
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(g) Zf A E II,, then A > HA; if A = U*AU is its spectral resolution, then 
A F=- s U TA U. In particular, if A E II,, is real, then A > s A. 
(h) If B E Mm is symmetric and if B= UTAU is its Schur factorization 
[15] ( UU* = I, A diagonal and nonnegative), then U*AU > s B. 
(i) If B EM,, is Hermitian and B- U*AU is its spectral resolution, then 
U*(A( U >H B, where A=diag(;\,, . . .,a) and ]A(=diag(]h,(, . . . . I&,]). 
0’) If A=(q,)Efl,, if a,kZO, if B,=(ak,ay/au), and if B2=(qkay/akk), 
then A>,B, and A>,Bz, 
Proof. The results in (a) and (b) all follow directly from Theorems 2.4, 
2.5, and 2.7, using Theorem 2.2. The results in (c), (d), and (e) all follow 
directly from the definitions except for the last statement in (d) and the last 
two statements in (e); these both require Theorem 2.2. To prove (f) in the 
symmetric case, notice that A > s B implies ReA t s ReB and hence 
xT(ReA)x’_xT(ReB)x)(xT(ReB)r(+xT(ReB)x)Oforall;xER”.ThusRe 
A 2 ReB EII, if it is symmetric, which is the case if and only if ReB is 
symmetric. The other parts of (f) are proved in the same way. The verifica- 
tions of the statements in (g), (h), ( ) i , and (j) are all straightforward calcula- 
tions; in (j) one uses the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the fact that 
A = S* S for some S EM,,,. n 
Given a symmetric (or Hermitian) matrix B, we know that the set of 
matrices A E II, such that A > s B (or A > H B) is a convex cone, and the 
spectral radius conditions in Theorem 2.3 permit the identification of ex- 
treme points of this cone. The following theorem suggests a criterion for 
selecting a “minimal” extreme point and shows that such a point is unique. 
The singular values u,(B), i = 1,. . . , n, of a matrix B EM,, are the (nonnega- 
tive) square roots of the eigenvalues of B*B. If B = (b,j) we write tr(B) 
=bb,,+... + b,,, for the trace of B and recall that tr(AB) = tr(BA) whenever 
A,B EM,. 
THEOREM 2.11. Let A EII, and B EM,,,, and assume either that B is 
symmetric and A > s B or that B is essentially Hennitian and A > H B. Then 
in either case, 
(a) tr(A) > ul(B)+ * - - + u,(B), and 
(b) equality occurs in (a) if and only if the matrix A is the dominating 
matrix constructed in either Theorem 2.10(h) or (i), respectively. 
Proof. Suppose B is symmetric, and use Schur’s factorization theorem 
[15, p. 681 to write B= U TAU, where U is unitary and A= 
diag(o,(B),..., u,(B)). If A>,B, then C=UAU*>,A, and hence by 
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Theorem 2.10(a) (y) th e main diagonal entries of the matrix C 3 (cd,) satisfy 
the inequalities c,,>~A,~~=q(B), i=l,..., n. Adding these inequalities, we 
obtain tr(C)=tr(UAU*)=tr(A) >a,(B)+*.* +u,(B). If equality holds for 
the sum, then there must be equality for each of the summands: cii = u,(B) 
for all i = 1 , , . . , n. Upon applying the determinantal inequalities in Theorem 
2.10(b) (6) to the corresponding 2 x 2 principal submatrices of C and A, we 
obtain 
ciic~-lci~12=~~(~)~~(~)-lci(12~ lG+Jp l~ i,i=l,..., n, i#i. 
Thus, if equality occurs in (a), we have c,, = 0 for all i # i, C = UA U* = A, and 
A = U*AU. The proof in the Hermitian case is similar if the spectral 
resolution of B is employed instead of the Schur factorization. n 
The inequality just proved is stronger than the inequality tr(A) 
> [a@)+ * * * + u,2(B)]q which follows directly from the same hypotheses 
if the inequalities in Theorem 2.10(a) (y) are summed. If B EM,,” is a given 
symmetric matrix, let A, be the matrix A of minimum trace such that 
A > s B. If P E II, is any positive semidefinite matrix, then A,, + P > s B; one 
might conjecture that every matrix dominating B is of this form. Unfor- 
tunately, as shown by the first example following Theorem 2.3, this is not 
true. 
Although we have chosen to state all our results for complex vector 
spaces, one might ask whether they are still correct if the hypotheses are 
weakened to require that the inequalities hold only for real vectors. The 
following theorem gives results of this type. Note that the conclusions in (a) 
and (c) contain assertions about the complex bilinear and quadratic inequali- 
ties. 
THEOREM 2.12. 
(a) Let A EII,,, B EM,,, and C EII,,, be real matrices. Then 
(xTAx)x( tj=Ct.j)>(~~By)~ f or all x ER” and al2 y EF if and only if 
f (x TAx + y ‘Cy) > jr TBy] fbr all x E R” and all y E R”. Either inequality is 
equivalent to the condition [A, C] > s B as well as to the condition [A, C] 
> H B. If A and C are nonsingular, either inequality is also equivalent to the 
condition p(BTA-lBC-l) < 1. 
(b) Let A EII,, and B EM,, be real matrices. Zf B is symmetric, then 
(x ‘Ax)( y ‘Ay) > (~%y)~ fix all x, y E R” if and only if x TAr > ]r ‘Bx] for all 
x ER”. Zf A is nonsingular and B is symmetric, then either inequality is 
equivalent to the condition p( BA - ‘) < 1. 
(c) Let A E II, and B EM,,,, be real matrices. If A is nonsingular and 
p(BTA-lBA-l)<l, thenA>,BandA>,B. 
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Proof. Trivial modifications in the proofs of Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 
2.3(b) yield proofs of the statements in (a) and (b), respectively. Part (c) 
follows directly from Theorem 2.3(a) and (c). n 
THE SEMIGROUP PROPERTY 
The Schur product (sometimes called the Hadumurd product) of two 
matrices A = (a,) and B = (b,,) with the same dimensions is the matrix 
A 0 B 3 (u&J. The Kronecker product of A and B is the block matrix 
A@B ‘(qlB). It is well known [ll, pp. 70, 1211 that both the Schur product 
and the Kronecker product take pairs of positive semidefinite matrices into 
positive semidefinite matrices. We now show that the relations which are the 
subject of this paper are also preserved by these products. Some of the 
elementary properties of the Kronecker product which we shall use are 
collected here for convenient reference. 
LEMMA 3.1. 
(a) If A E N,,,,r B E A4 and C E M,, then 
(i) (A@B)@C=A@(B&%), 
(ii) (A@B)T=AT@BT, and 
(iii) (A@B)* =A*@B*. 
(b) If A E M,,,, and B E M,,,,,, then 
(i) A-‘@BB-‘=(A@B)-’ ifA and B are invertible, 
(ii) P(A @B) = p(A)p(B), and 
(iii) if A and B are essentially Hermitian, then so is A@B. 
(c) Zf A, and B, are matrices with dimensions such that the matrix 
products II’;_ ,A, and II:, lB, are defined, then 
(d) Suppose A,,A, E II,,, B,,B, E M,,, and C,, C, E II,. Then 
(i) if[A,@A,,C,@C.J >,B,@B,, then [A,oA,,C,oC,] >‘HB1OBz; 
(ii) if A,@A,>,B,@B2 then A,oA,>-,B,oB,; 
(iii) if [A,@A,,C,@CJ >sB,@BB,, then [A,oA,,C,oC,] b- sBIoBz; and 
(iv) ifA,@A,>,B,@B,, thenA,oA,S,B,oB,. 
Proof. All but the last are standard results [ll, p, 81. If 
(<*(A1@A2)~)(~*(C,@C2)~) > 1S*(B,G3B2)q[2 for all EEC”* and all q E&, 
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then restrict .$ to the n-dimensional subspace of C”” consisting of those 
vectors whose components are zero except for those with subscript 1,n 
+2,2n+3,..., (n-2)n+(n-l),(n-l)n+ n; restrict n similarly. If we de- 
note the respective restricted vectors of not necessarily zero components by 
r and y, then the restricted inequalities are just (x*(A,oA,)x)( y*(C,oC,)y) 
> )x*(B, 0 B,) y12.The assertions about the symmetric inequalities are proved 
in the same way. n 
THEOREM 3.2. Let Ai E II:, Bi E M,,,, and C, E II: for i = 1,. , . , k. Then 
(a) [A,@*** @A,,C,@**- @Ck]>sB,@*** @BB, if and only if 
II;,,p(B:&-‘B,C,-‘) < 1; 
Proof. Using Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 3.1, we see that the first inequal- 
ity in (a) holds if and only if 
l>p((B,@... @B~)*(&Z+ @&)-l(B,c%.. @Bk)(C1@.‘. @c,)-‘) 
If the first inequality in (c) holds, then we see from (a) that [A,@ * - - C3 
Ak,C1@*.* @Cc,]>sB,@... @BB,. But then using Lemma 3.1(d), we de- 
duce that [A1O...OAk,C1O...~Ck]~SB1O...~Bk. The results in the 
Hermitian cases are proved in exactly the same way H 
We now deduce the corresponding results for the quadratic inequalities. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let A, EII~ and B, EM,,,, for i = 1,. . . , k. Then 
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(a) ~~‘II:,,~(B:~~‘B,A;‘)(l, thenA,~...~Ak~sB,~...~BBkand 
Ai0 ..-QA~>.~B,~-.. “Bk; 
(b)~fB,issymmetricfor=l,...,k,thenA,~...~AAk~sB1~...~BBI, 
if and unl~ if II:,,p(B7A,-‘B,A,-‘) < 1; 
(c) if lI,_ip(B~A~‘B,A[‘)<l, then A,@**- @AAt>.B,@-+* @Bk and 
A,o** -~A,>,BIa~*~oB,; and 
(d) if B, is essentially Hermitian for i= 1,. ..,k, then A,@ * * * @A, 
>,B,@*** @B, if and only if II:_,p(B,A,-‘) < 1. 
Proof. Part (a) follows from Theorem 3.2(a), Theorem 2.3(a), and 
Lemma 3.1(d) (iv). Part (b) f o ll ows from Theorem 2.3(a) and Theorem 3.2(a). 
The Hermitian results are proved in the same way. n 
Our interest in the Schur and Kronecker products comes, of course, from 
the fact that they preserve the inequalities we are studying. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A, E II.,,, Bi E M,,,,,, and C, E II,,, for i = 1,. . . , k. 
(a) If [A,,CJ >sB, for i-l ,..., k then 
;))‘;‘A” . ..~A.,C,~.,.~CCk]~sB1~...~BBk,und 
11 10...~Ak,C1O...~Ck]~SB1O.‘.~Bk. 
(b) The statements in (a) are true for the Hermitian inequalities as well. 
Proof. If [A,,C,] Z sBt, then [A,+ EZ,C,+ EZ] > sB, for any E >O and 
hence p(B:& + EZ)-‘B~(A, + .sZ)-i) G 1. By Theorem 3.2(a) we conclude that 
(A,+EZ)@*** @(Ak+sZ)>sB1@-- ~@Bkforall.s>O.Nowlete++Oand 
use Lemma 3.1(d) (iv). The H ermitian results are proved in exactly the same 
way. n 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let A, E II, and let B, E M,,” for i = 1,. . . , k. 
(a) Zf B, is symmetric andA,>,B, fori=l,.,.,k, then 
(i) A,@* * * @AI,>,B,@--- @Bk, and 
(ii)A,o...oA,~,B,o,..oB,. 
(b) Zf Bi is essentially Hermitian and A, > H B, for i = 1,. . . , k, then 
(i) A,@ - * * C3Ak>HBB1@***@B,., and 
(ii) A, o...oA~>~B~~--.oB~. 
Proof. If B, is symmetric and A, > s B,, then [A,,A,] > s B, by Theorem 
2.3(b), and hence [A,@*-* @A,,A,@*-* @AAk]ZSB1@*** @Bk by 
Theorem 3.4(a). The proof is completed with the use of Theorem 2.3(a) and 
Lemma 3,1(d) (iv). The Hermitian inequalities are proved in exactly the same 
way. n 
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If we define the k-fold Schur power of an arbitrary matrix A = (uij) by 
A(k)=(u;), k=1,2 ,..., and A(‘)-(l), and if we define ]A((2)~((o,i(2)=A~~, 
then the following results are immediate consequences of Theorem 3.4, 
Corollary 3.5, Theorem 2.1, and Theorem 2.9. 
THEOREM 3.6. 
(a) Let A E III,, B EM,,, and C E II,. Then 
il’y; Ip;“] ‘rin; then [IA I(‘), ) C I@)] 2- s \B I(‘) and [Ack), C ck)] > s B ck) for all 
(iii&‘s&&ents in (i) are true for the Hermitian inequalities as well. 
(b) Let A E II, and B EM,,,,, Then 
yp0 
is s 
1 zy 
mmetric and A >,B, then /Aj(2)>S(B((2) and A(k)>sB(k) for 
. and 
(ii) iy B’ is ‘&&ally Hennitian and A > HB, then IA](‘) > H(B((2) and 
A(k)>HB(k) for all k=0,1,2 ,.... 
Other results of this type involving products or powers of the real and 
imaginary and the Hermitian and skew Hermitian parts follow in the same 
way from Theorem 2.9(b, c) and Theorem 2.10(d,e, f). For example, if B is 
symmetric and A > s B, then (ReA)12) > s (ReB) 0 (Im B), (ReA)ck) 
Z s (ReB)(k), and (ReA)ck) Z s (ImB)(k) for k =0,1,2,. . , ; if A > H B, then 
A@) > H (B+ B*) 0 (B - B*)/4. Note, however, that if A > s B, then it need 
not be the case that /A( >,(BI, where IAl~(lu~,l). This is just a special case 
of the fact that if A EII, and n > 4, then IAl may be indefinite. A simple 
example in the 4 X 4 case may be found in [ 12, p. 2371; another example is 
provided by the Toeplitz matrix A = (cm (x, - xi)), xi E R. 
If we define the action of a function f on a matrix A by f(A) E ( f(q)) for 
any function f with suitable domain, then Theorem 3.6 says that the 
functions fk (z) = z k, k = 0, 1,2, . . . , and f(z) = 1.~1~ leave invariant the relations 
[A, C] > s B and A > s B when B is symmetric. It is natural to ask what 
other functions have this invariance property. It is known 15, p. 2791 that a 
continuous function leaves invariant the cone of n x n positive semidefinite 
matrices with nonnegative entries for all n = 1,2,. . . if and only if it is 
absolutely monotonic on [0, oo) and hence [17, p. 1461 is the restriction to 
[0, 00) of an entire function with nonnegative Maclaurin coefficients. The 
same must therefore be true of the functions which leave invariant the 
relation A t s B for all n = 1,2,. , . . Slightly more generally, we have 
THEOREM 3.7. Let f(.~)=~~_~a,z~ and g(z)=Z&&zk, where u,ER, 
b,Ec, andak>lbkl ford k=O,l,.... 
(a) Suppose A EII,, B EM,,,,,, and C EII,, and assume that f (2) has 
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radius of convergence greater than both maxa,, for i = 1,. . . , n and max cli for 
i= 1 ,...,m. Then 
(i) if [A,Cl),& then If(A),f(C)l~sg(W, and 
(ii) if [AC] >,I% then [f(A),f(C)l >,g(B). 
(b) Suppose A ETI,, and B EM,,,,, and assume that f(z) has radius of 
convergence greater than maxa,, for i = 1,. . . , n. Then 
(i) if A > s B and if B is symmetric, then f(A) > s g(B), and 
(ii) if A Z H B and if B is essentially Hermitian, then f(A) > ,g(B). 
Proof. If [A,C]>sB then [A@),C@)]>sB@) for all k=O,l,,.. by 
Theorem 3.6(a), and 
$ akAck), 5 akC@) > s 5 bkBck’ 
k-0 k-0 I k-0 
for N=l,2,... by Theorem 2.9(a). Since Jaqj2< a,,a , jc,J2< q,c,,, and Jb,12 
< a,,c#for all i and 1, the hypotheses guarantee that /(A), f(C), and g(B) are 
defined. Thus, we may let N+ + 00 to obtain the desired conclusion. The 
proof of (b) (i) is carried out in the same way, using Theorem 3.6(b). The 
proofs of the Hermitian inequalities are similar. n 
The most important functions encountered in the applications are f(z) 
=ez and g(z)=e” or g(.z)=e-*, and we state the above results in this case 
as 
COROLLARY 3.8. 
(a) If A En,, B E Mnm, C E II,, and if a > 0, then 
(i) if [A,C] > s B, then [exp(aA),exp(cK)] > s exp( I? arB), and 
(ii) if [A, C] > H B, then [exp(oA),exp(aC)] > H exp( 2 aB). 
(b) If A EII,, B EM,,,,, and (Y > 0, then 
(i) If A > s B and B is symmetric, then exp( OrA) > s exp( + aB), and 
(ii) Zf A > H B and B i-s essentially Hermitian, then exp(arA) > H exp( + aB). 
When applied to the Grunsky inequalities, Corollary 3.8(b) (i) results in 
the “exponentiation” so profitably employed by FitzGerald [2]; we now see 
that “exponentiation ” is always possible for the bilinear inequalities (2.5) and 
(2.6), and that it is possible for the quadratic inequalities (2.3) and (2.4) 
under the natural hypothesis of symmetry or Hermiticity of B. 
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4. CONDITIONAL INEQUALITIES 
Instances arise in the applications in which the inequalities we are 
studying are assumed to hold only for those vectors whose coordinates sum 
to zero. We shall now study these conditional inequalities. 
For n > 1 we denote by L, the (n - l)-dimensional subspace of C” 
consisting of those vectors whose coordinates sum to zero, and we denote by 
CL(s, n) the set of real surjective linear mappings u : c”+L,,. Notice that 
CL (s, n) is empty if s < n - 1. Given mappings (I E CL (s, n) and T E CL (t, m), 
we define the associated matrix mapping @(a, T) : M,,+M,, by 
(ax)TA(7~)fxT(O(a,7)A)y for all XEC” and all ~EC. 
Notice that ?E = aZ, since u is assumed to be real, and hence (ax)*A (ry) 
= x*(O(a,r)A)y as well. It is not difficult to find mappings with these 
properties. 
Examples of Mappings a E CL (s, n) 
(a) u=~:CS-~--+L~, 
8(X 1,“‘, xs_~)-(x~,xz-x~,x~-x~,...,x,_l-x,_z, -q-J ifs)% 
x8(x,)=0 whens=l, (4.1) 
(b) u=&:CS+L S) 
Sk(X19***YXs)E 
( 
X1,~~~~X~-l~X~- ~~~X~9X~+~~***~x~ 9 l<k<s, (4.2) 
and 
(c) fJ=&cs+L,, k-1 i: 6,x. 
k=l 
Examples of Associated Matrix Mappings 
(a’) 0(6,S)=A:M,,+M,_1,,_,,AA=A(aii) 
~(aij-ai,i+-l-ai+l,i+ai+l,i+l) for l<i<n-l,l< j<m-1, (4.3) 
(b’) O( Sk, 8,) G Akr : M,,-+M,,, &A = &( aq) 
-( aii - ski - a,, + akl) for 1 < i < n, 1 < i < m, (4.4) 
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forl<i<nandl< i<m. 
In order to define the conditional forms of the inequalities we have been 
studying, we need the conditional analog of the class of positive semidefinite 
matrices. We denote by II: the closed convex cone of Hermitian matrices 
A EM,, such that x*Ax > 0 for all x E L,. Of course, III, CITE, and it is 
known [5, p. 2741 that a Hermitian matrix A is an element of II: if and only 
if AA E II,_ 1; this fact is also a consequence of Theorem 4.1(b) below. 
IfAEIIc,, BEM,,, and C EII~, we say that 
[A,C], >,B on L,,X L,,, if (x*Ax)( y*Cy)> IxTBy12 for all XEL, and all 
YELtU 
[A,C]+ >,B on L,,XL, if g(x*Ax+y*Cy)>(~~By( for all rEL, and 
all yEL,, 
[A,C],~,BonL,XL,if(x*Ax)(y*Cy)>Ix*Byl’forall~~L,andall 
y EL,,,, and 
[A,C]+ +,B on L,XL, if $(x*Ax+y*Cy)>(x*By( for all XEL, and 
all yELm. 
We refer to these as the conditional bilinear inequalities. If A EII~ and 
B E M,,” we say that 
A~~BonL,ifx*Ax)lxTBxlforallxEL,,and 
A > H B on L,, if x*Ax > Ix* Bxl for all x E L,. 
We refer to these as the conditional quadratic inequalities. 
THEOREM 4.1. 
(a) ZfAEIIi, BEM,,, and CEII~, ifs>n-1 and t>m-1, and if 
a~CL(s,n) and ~~cL(t,m), then 
(i) [A,C], >sB on L,,xL,,, if and only if[(O(a,~)A,@(r,r)C]~ >sO(u,~) 
B, and 
(ii) [A,C]+ >,B on L,,XL,,, if and only if [@(u,u)A,@(~-,T)C]+ >s@(u,r) 
B. 
(b)IfAAE~andBEM,,,ifs>n-l,andifuECL(s,n),thenA>,B 
on L,, if and only if O(u,u)A > s O(u,u)B. 
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(c) The Hermitian versions of (a) and (b) are true as well. 
Proof. We prove (a)( ) i only; the computations in the other cases are 
similar. By definition of u, 7, and @(a,~) we have [x*(O(a,a)A)x] 
[y*(0(~,~)C)yl=[(ar)*A(~~)l[(~y)*C(~y)l and ‘(O(U,~)B)~=(U~)~B(~Y) 
for all 3c EC’ and all y ECU. Using these identities we see that if [A, C] x 
>-,B on L,,xL,,,, then [O(u,u)A,8(r,r)C], >sO(u,r)B; the reverse im- 
plication follows from the fact that u and r are surjective. a 
COROLLARY 4.2: Let A E II:, B E M,,, and C E II:. Then 
(a) [A,C], >,B on L,,XL,,, ifand only if[A,C]+ >s on L,XL,, and 
(b) [A,C], >,B on L,,XL, if and only if [A,C]+ t-,B on L,,XL,,,. 
Proof. Let u be the mapping 6 defined in (4.4), so that 0 is the mapping 
A defined in (4.3). Then [A, C] x > s B on L,, X L, if and only if [AA, AC] x 
> s AB by Theorem 4.1(a)(i), the latter inequality is equivalent to [AA, AC] + 
> ,AB by Theorem 2.2(a), and this in turn is equivalent to 
[A,C]+ > s B by Theorem 4.l(a)(ii). The proof in the Hermitian case is 
similar. n 
Since we now know that the multiplicative and additive conditional 
bilinear inequalities are completely equivalent, we shall henceforth say that 
[A,C]t,BonL,XL,,,ifandonlyifeither[A,C],>sBonL,,XL,or 
[A,C]+ >,B on L,,XL,,,, and 
[A,C]~,BonL,XL,ifandonlyifeither[A,C].~,BonL,XL,or 
[A,C]+ >,B on L,,X L,. 
COROLLARY 4.3: Let A EIIz and B EM,,,,. Then 
(a) if [A,A] Z s B on L,, X L,, then A > s B on L,,; 
(b) if A>,B 012 L,, and if there exists some s>n-1 and some UE 
CL(s,n) such that O(u,a)B is symmetric, then [A,A] 2-s B on L,,X L,,; 
is s LcgfB Y mmetric, then A > s B on L,, if and only if [A,A] > s B on 
n(d);[A,A]>BBonL,xL,,thenA>,BonL,; 
(e) if A > H B on L,, and if there exists some s > n - 1 and some 
uE CL(s,n) such that O(u,u)B is essentially Hermitian, then [A,A] t,B 
on L, x L,,; and 
(f) if B is essentially Hermitian, then A > H B on L, if and only if 
[A,A] >,B on L,XL,. 
Proof. If [A,A] > s B on L,, and if xE L,,, then (r*Ar)(x*Ax) > (xTBxj2 
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implies that X*AX > ]xrBx], since A ElIi. If A > s B on L,,, then we know 
from Theorem 4.1(b) that @(a,a)A > s O(o,a)B if u E CL(s,n). If O(u,u)B is 
symmetric, then Theorem 2.3(b) guarantees that [@(a, u)A, @(a, u)A] 
> s O(u,u)B. But then [A,A] Z=- ,B on L,,X L,, by Theorem 4.1(a). State- 
ment (c) follows from (b), since the mappings 6 and A defined by (4.1) and 
(4.3) have the property that AB is symmetric (is Hermitian) whenever B is 
symmetric (is Hermitian). The Hermitian cases are proved in the same way. 
Since the conditional inequalities are “linear” in the same way as the 
unconditional ones, all the results in Section 2 which follow from “linearity” 
alone must be valid in this case as well. 
THEOREM 4.4. The cmclusim of Theorem 2.9 and of Theorem 2.10 (c), 
(d), and (e) remain true if the stated inequalities are replaced by the 
corresponding conditional inequalities. 
Unfortunately, the semigroup property does not hold for the conditional 
inequalities; Schur powers do not in general preserve them. For example, if 
then A > s B on L, and B is symmetric, but it is not correct that exp(A) 
> s exp(B) on L,. In order to apply the general inequalities of Sec. 2 or the 
semigroup theorems of Sec. 3 to the conditional inequalities, one must first 
act on all the matrices with a suitable matrix operator 0. As one example of 
this procedure we have 
THEOREM 4.5. 
(a) Let AEIIC,, BE?&,,, and C~llk, let s>n-1, tam-l, UE 
CL (s, n), and T E CL (t, m), and suppose [A, C] > s B on L, X L,. Then 
[exp(aO(u,u)A),exp(aO(r,r)C)] >,exp(-taO(u,~)B)foraZZa>O. 
(b) Let A E II: and B E M,,,, let s > n - 1 and u E CL(s, n), and suppose 
A >s B on L,,. Then exp(a@(u,u)A) >s exp(taO(u,u)B) for all a >O if 
O(u,u)B is synwnetric. 
In particular, if we take u = S, from (4.2), and if A > s B on L,, then 
(exp(aii - ali - a,, + a,,)) > ,(exp(bii - blj - bi, + b,,)) if A,,B is symmetric. 
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5. INFINITE DIVISIBILITY 
One pleasant advantage of the Schur product over the ordin 
“y 
matrix 
product is that there is a simple definition of fractional powers: A (01 E (at)). 
The only difficulty lies in the choice of arguments used to define the 
fractional power, but we can resolve this difficulty by regarding a matrix as 
an array of complex numbers together with some fixed choice of arguments 
for all the entries. If A EM,,,, is Hermitian [is symmetric], a choice of 
arguments for the entries a,{ is said to be consistent if arg(a& = - arg(a& [if 
arg(a,J = arg(a,)] for all i, i = 1, . . . , n. Note that a symmetric matrix always 
has a consistent choice of arguments, while a Hermitian matrix has one if 
and only if the main diagonal entries are all nonnegative. 
All functions and powers of matrices in this section will be understood to 
be taken elementwise, i.e., A@)=(a,T), exp(A)-(exp(a,J), logAE(logu,J, 
etc. Whenever a particular choice of arguments has been made, we agree 
that this choice will be employed in the definition of functions such as 
fractional powers and logarithms. Thus, if A is symmetric [A is Hermitian 
with all aij > 0] and if a consistent choice of arguments has been made for it 
then 1ogA and A (4 are symmetric [are Hermitian] for all (Y E R. 
A positive semidefinite matrix A is said to be infinitely divisible if A(“) is 
positive semidefinite for all (II >0 [5, p. 2721. As a natural extension of this 
notion, we are interested in matrices which have the property that they and 
all their positive powers (not just the positive integer powers) satisfy the 
inequalities we are studying. Notice that if B is symmetric or Hermitian, then 
because of Theorem 3.6 the question of whether A (4 > s B (4 or A (4 
> H B @) for all a > 0 is decided solely by whether or not these inequalities 
hold near (Y = 0. 
The indicator matrix M(A) = ( pjj) ~lim,,,,A((*) plays an important role in 
our discussion; notice that pii = 1 if aii # 0 and pit = 0 if aii = 0. If A E M,, we 
define L(M(A))~{xEC”lx*M(A)x=O}; notice that L(M(A)) is the null 
space of M(A) if M(A) is positive semidefinite. If A EM,, has no zero 
entries, then L(M (A)) = L,. If A,,A,,B EM,,, we say that A, > s B on 
L(M(A,)) if A, is Hermitian and if x*A,x> lx%rl for all xEL(M(A,)). 
More generally, if A,,A, E M,,, B EM,,, and C,, C, E M,,,,,,, if A, and C, are 
Hermitian, if A, t s 0 on L(M (A,)), and if C, t ,O on L(M ( Cz)), then we 
say that [A,,CJ >sB on L(M(A,))X L(M(C,)) provided that (r*A,x) 
( y*C, Y) > IXTEY12 and $(x*A,x+ y*C, y) > ]xzBy] for all XE L(M(A,)) and 
all yEL(M(C2)). W e a so 1 make the corresponding definitions in the case of 
the Hermitian inequalities. 
= ( ~i~logaii)~ 
Finally, we define log#A G M (A)0 1ogA 
where we agree that Olog 0~ 0. We can now give some 
necessary conditions for infinite divisibility. 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let A EII,, B EM,,,,,, and C EII,,,. Suppose with respect 
to same consistent choice of arguments for A and C and some choice of 
arguments for B that [A @), C cm)] t s B (4 far all a > 0. Then 
(b) if A and C have nc zero entries, then the entries of B are either all 
zero ar all nanzero; and 
(c) [log#A,log*C] >s log#B on L(M(A)) X L(M(C)). 
The Hermitian versions of these conclusions are true as well if [A(*),C(“)] 
> H B (4 for all a > 0. 
Proof. Assertion (a) follows from continuity of the inequalities and the 
fact that M(A) =limA@) as (Y+ +O. If we now apply Theorem 2.4(a), (b) to 
(a) in the case that all the entries of M(A) and M(B) are one, we find that 
each row of B has entries which are all equal (within the row) and that each 
column of B has entries which are all equal (within the column). Thus, if any 
element of B is one, they are all one. If we employ Theorem 2.4(a), (b) again 
and let XEL(M(A)) and yEL(M(C)), then 
a-2(~*A(a)r)( y*C’“‘y)= [x*cu-l(A(U)- M(A))x][ y*a-‘(Cc”)-M(C))y] 
for all a > 0, and similarly for the equivalent additive form of these inequali- 
ties, Now let (Y-_) +0 to obtain (c). Exactly the same steps establish the 
corresponding results in the Hermitian case. n 
The question of infinite divisibility can, of course, be studied in the case 
of the quadratic inequalities also. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let A EII,, and B EM,,,,. Suppose with respect to same 
consistent choice of arguments for A and some choice of arguments for B 
that A(“)>,B(“) far all a>O. Then 
(4 M(A) > s M(B), 
0-4 L(M(A)) cL(M(B)), 
(c) if M(B) is syrnmetic and if A has no zero entries, then the entries of 
B are either all zero or all nonzero, and 
(d) log#A > s log*B an L(M(A)). 
The Hermitian versions of these canclusians are true as well if A(*) > H B(*) 
far all a >O. 
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Proof. The arguments required are the same as in Theorem 5.1 except 
for (c), where we invoke Theorem 2.3(b) and Theorem 5.1(b) with A = C. n 
If A (4 > S B (~4 or if A (4 > H B (4 for all cx > 0, then A is itself an infinitely 
divisible positive definite matrix. Thus, we know [5, p. 2771 that after a 
permutation of rows and columns it can be written as a direct sum of square 
submatrices which have either all zero or all nonzero entries. Combining this 
fact with (c) of the theorem, we see that infinite divisibility imposes a rigid 
discipline on the zero entries of both A and B. 
If A is Hermitian and B = 0, then the necessary conditions (a) and (d) are 
also sufficient that A(*) be positive semidefinite for all (Y > 0 [5, p. 2731. 
Unfortunately, the analogous conditions in the case of the present inequali- 
ties are not sufficient to have A (~)>sB(a)orA(a)2,B(a)forallcr>0.For 
example, if we denote by J E n/i,,, the matrix all of whose entries are one, 
then A E $J and B E J satisfy all the conclusions of Theorem 5.2, but it is not 
even true that A > s B or A > H B. The necessary conditions of Theorem 5.1 
and 5.2 are sufficient for slightly modified results, however. As a notational 
convenience we agree that Ob,; a 3 0 if bii = 0 and (Y > 0. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let A EM,,,, B EM,,, and C EM,,,,,,, and suppose A and 
C are Hermitian with nonnegative muin diagonal entries. Let consistent 
choices of arguments for A and C and some choice of arguments for B be 
given. Then 
(4 If [M(A),M(C)l >sM(B) and if [log#A,log#C] + > s log#B otr 
L(M(A)) x L(M(C)), th en f OT evey E > 0 there exists some k, > 0 such that 
[(k,exp(eZ)oA)@), (k,exp(eZ)oC)@)] >sM(B)~B(‘a) for all a>O. 
(b) The Hermitian version of (a) is true as well. 
PTOOf. To prove (a), let .s>O be given, define g,(x,y)r$[x*M(A)x+ 
y*M (C) y], and set fe(x,y)-gx*(log#A)x+ y*(log#C) y)- ]xr(log#B) y] + 
s(x*x+y*y). Notice that g,(x,y)>O for all x,y, since M(A) and M(C) are 
positive semidefinite. If g,(x, y) =O, then x E L(M(A)) and y E L(M( C)), 
and hence f,(lc,y)> ( E x*x+y*y)>O if x#O or y#O. By a standard com- 
pactness argument [4, p. 2621 we conclude there is some m, > 0 such that 
fe(x,y)+m,g,(x,y)>O for allxZO#y, i.e., [log”A+~I+sm,M(A),log#C+ 
J + E~,M (C)] + > s log#B, and hence by Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 3.8(a), 
>s exp(+-a!log”B) 
for all a>O. If we define k,zexp(Mn,), recall that [M(A),M(C)] >sM(B), 
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and apply Theorem 3.4(a) (“) n , we obtain [(k,exp(eZ)oA)(*), (k,exp(d)oC)@‘)] 
> s M(B)0 B (? a) for all LY > 0. The proof in the Hermitian case is similar. n 
Note that the constant k, depends on A, C, and B as well as on E, and that 
the effect of the composition with M(B) on the right side is to eliminate the 
apparently singular entries in B (-a). 
The same sort of reasoning yields a similar theorem in the case of the 
quadratic inequalities. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let A,B EM,,,, suppose A is Hermitian with nonnegative 
main diagonal elements, and let a consistent choice of arguments for A and 
some choice of arguments for B be given. 
(a) Zf M(A) > s M(B), if M(B) and log#B are symmetric, and if log*A 
>s log#B on L(M(A)), th en f or each E > 0 there is some k, > 0 such that 
(k,exp(eZ)oA)(“) > s M(B)0 BCza) fm all a >O. 
(b) The Hermitian version of (a) is true a.s well. 
If the conditional inequality on the logarithms in the hypotheses for 
Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 is replaced with an unconditional inequality, then the 
conclusions may be freed from the unpleasant scaling factors, but this is just 
a direct application of Corollary 3.8. Usually one must cope with conditional 
inequalities using the methods of Sec. 4. 
6. SOME EXAMPLES 
In addition to the Grunsky inequalities which provided the original 
motivation for this work, there are many other instances in function theory 
in which inequalities arise between Hermitian and symmetric quadratic 
forms. For example, Nehari’s necessary and sufficient conditions [13, p. 2601 
for a normalized analytic function in the unit disc to be univalent are 
n 
c xi4 log (8.1) 
i,j=l 
for all zi, . . . , z, in the unit disc, all x1,. . . , x, EC such that XT_ rxi = 0, and all 
n=1,2,.... The equivalence of (6.1) and Gnu&y’s inequalities (1.1) is 
immediate from Theorem 4.1(b): one takes aii= - log(l- z&), bii 
~lo~~~f~zi~~f~Zj~l/~Zi~Zj~l~ a=Sll f rom (4.2), @(a,~) =A,, from (4.4), and 
+=I 0. 
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Another example arises in the theory of Bieberbach-Eilenberg functions. 
Hummel and Schiffer [9, p, 891 h s ow that an analytic function F(z) in the 
unit disc is a Bieberbach-Eilenberg function if and only if F (0) = 0 and 
( 
n 
ii 
n 
c 1 x, Zj log - c 1 
l-35 i,j-r 
!!i!@og- 
{,/=I I--@/ 1 
2 n 
) c ;r,Y/l% FM - F(q) (3 -go - wF(zf)) (64 &j-l 
for all zr,..., z,, in the unit disc, all xl,. , , ,x,,, yi,. . . , y,, EC such that Zl_rxi 
=X7,, y,=O, and all n=l,2 ,.... By applying Corollary 4.3(c) and Theorem 
4.1(b) with ~=6~,O(a,a)=A,,, and zi =0, we see that these conditional 
bilinear inequalities are equivalent to the unconditional quadratic inequali- 
ties 
n n 
c (Fb,) - F(q))v~F’(O) 
i,j-1 (3 - #- F(Zi)F(Zf))F(Zi)F(Z~) (6*3) 
for all zr,. . , , z,, in the unit disc, all x1,. . , ,x,, EC, and all n = 1,2,. . . . Since 
Corollary 3.8 guarantees that inequalities of the form (6.3) can always be 
“exponentiated’, we obtain the following apparently new quadratic in- 
equalities for Bieberbach-Eilenberg functions: 
n 
c x, X{ ) 2 wj (Fh) - F(+,z/F’(O) 
i,j-l ‘-“i”f i,j-1 (Zi_Zl)(l--F(ZI)F(Z1))F(Z*)F(ZI) 
for all zi,. . ., z, in the unit disc, all rr ,..., x,EC, and all n=1,2 ,..., By 
Theorem 2.3(b), (6.4) is of course equivalent to the related bilinear inequali- 
ties. 
Since all the kernels appearing in these and other classical function- 
theoretic inequalities are analytic, the general theory developed in this paper 
can be applied directly to the inequalities themselves or to their equivalent 
discrete formulations in terms of the power series coefficients of the respec- 
tive kernels. In the latter case one obtains coefficient inequalities, and in the 
former case one obtains inequalities for univalent functions which generalize 
the classical distortion theorems. 
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For example, if f is a normalized univalent function in the unit disc and if 
we write FitzGerald’s inequalities (1.4) in terms of the function F(z) = l/ 
f(l/z), which is univalent in the exterior of the unit disc, then application of 
Theorem 2.10(a) (y) yields the inequality 
IdI2 
(142-w12-~) 
._I W:‘“‘(p) w-;l.M~l~-l) ) lz,,,51>1 
which reduces to Lowner’s distortion theorems [lo, S&W IV,V] when {+z. 
If we apply Theorem 2.10(b) (6) in the case that J= K = {i, j} and if we set 
z = z,, { = zi, we obtain the inequalities 
in which both choices of signs must be the same. If we now let {+cc we 
obtain the inequality 
j& 2 II- (W)3 1x1 >1. 
Obviously there are a great many inequalities for univalent functions 
which result from a systematic application of our methods to the classical 
quadratic inequalities of function theory [7]. 
Other examples of these inequalities can be found in probability theory 
and harmonic analysis. Bochner’s well-known theorem on positive definite 
functions says that a function f: R+C is the Fourier transform of a probabil- 
ity measure (i.e., f is a chmucteristic function) if and only if f(0) = 1, f is 
continuous at zero, and 
for all xi ,..., x,EC, all t, ,..., ~,,ER, and all n=l,2 ,.... It is easy to show 
(but it does not seem to appear in the literature) that the condition (6.5) is 
equivalent to the apparently stronger inequality 
*%lsV(r,-r,)zl,~~r,~~f(t,+~)l (6.6) 
.= >- 
for alI xi ,.,., x,EC, all t, ,..., t,,ER, and all n-1,2 ,.... Many common 
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properties of characteristic functions follow readily from these inequalities. 
Bochner also gave a condition which characterizes those functions which 
are Fourier transforms of a bounded signed or complex measure [l], but it is 
of quite different character from (6.5). Analogous to (6.6), however, there is a 
necessary and sufficient condition for a function f: R+C to be the Fourier 
transform of a measure of total variation at most M < co: f is continuous at 
zero, and there exists a characteristic function cp such that 
M i x,Z/p,(ti-ti) > i vtf(t, + tt) (6.7) 
&i-l i,j=1 
for all xi,. . . ,x,, E C, all t,, . . . , t,, E R, and all n = 1,2, . . . . The condition (6.7) is 
of such a simple form that many of the general inequalities we developed in 
Sec. 2 yield only trivialities in this case. However, Theorem 2.10(a) (71) can 
be used to show that the continuity off everywhere is a direct consequence 
of its continuity at zero. There are, of course, natural generalizations of these 
conditions to any locally compact Abelian group. Details and applications 
may be found in [6]. 
As a final remark, we note that copious (real) examples of matrices which 
satisfy our bilinear and quadratic inequalities are provided by the real and 
imaginary parts of positive semidefinite matrices. Let P EII, and write 
P E A + iB, where A, B E M,,, are real. Since P is Hermitian, A is symmetric 
and B is skew-symmetric; also, A E III, since P E II,. If one writes x = u + iu, 
where x E C” and U, 2) E R”, one computes easily that x*Px 2 0 for all x EC” 
if and only if $(u TAu + u TAG) > 1 u TBvl for all U, u E R”. But then by 
Theorem 2.12 this is equivalent to having [A,A] > ,B and [A,A] t HB, and 
hence A > s 23 and A > H B. If A is nonsingular it is also equivalent to having 
I>(BA -‘) < 1. 
Applying the results of Sec. 2. we find that if the real matrices A = (u,J 
and B = (b,J are the real and imaginary parts of a positive semidefinite matrix 
P=A+iBEM,,, then &A > IdetBI, llAllsp a IIB IIspt &,(A)&(A) ) - 
&LB”), ~i,IIAll,p~ l&12+ * * + + lbin12, and, more generally, [A,,,&J 
>HBJK for allJ,K c{l,..., n}. 
It is a pleasure to acknowledge helpful conversations with Drs. Carl 
F&Gerald, Shmuel Friedlund, Charles Johnson, Menahem Shiffer, and 
Thomas Seidmun. 
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